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 A punch, an embrace, a lover’s tiff, a 
declaration of disgust, an existential thought,,,
These contrasts which nourish our lives, our 
societies, each individual, every couple, trio, group, 
community... inspire this tableau moving from earth to 
summit bought into a circus tent by CirkVOST :
Hurt me tender.

For this new project and in keeping with its work around
aerial disciplines, CirkVOST has decided to place the
creation inside their Tent.

A show for all ages.
Tent based. Audience capacity : 580 peoples



The human at the centre

« In our previous research we were concentrating on building 
a collective feeling out of which we could bring individuals. 
Here, we take individuals as the starting point in order to end 
up with a group. »
          Florent Bergal, director.
 
 The characters are very real. They don’t come 
from an imaginary universe. They face up to each other, 
confront each other at different points of view. These are 
very ambivalent characters, with as many positive sides 
as negative ones, depressing as much as they are joyful. 
Thus the relationships, among them, evolve all the way 
through the performance. Just as do those woven with 
the public, one moment nice, then nasty. How does the 
opinion of each change according to their viewpoint ? 

 The link is human... We take on here the question of
the individual’s place within a group and the way in which
the isolation of one nourishes the whole.

 The tent

 It allows us to immerge the audience in a closed 

space where they meet the show full on. It is a convivial 

place, somewhere that lends itself easily to sharing of ideas 

and opinions prompted by an audience meeting a universe! 

That’s why we feel it important to have a welcoming bar 

area so the exchanges with the audience are not just limited

to the time of the performance.



The cast

 With the course of time and perso-
naladventures, the CirkVOST team grows
richer with new arrivals, redefining its artis-
ticpotential.

Thus, for this third creation, the collective
welcomes some new artistes : flyers, cat-
chers, musicians...who participate in a re-
newal of its language.

The mix of generations, styles and ex-
periences brings further nourishment 
to the group in its research for different 
viewpoints.
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Le Choix Culture / France 3
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 CirkVOST came into being at the end of 2007 when five artists from the 
Arts Sauts decide to continue their aerial explorations together. Today over 20 
people take part in the adventure ; several nationalities have been bought 
together for this Version Original Sub Titled around a shared goal : the creation
of live performance.

 Based at La Grand Combe, in southern France’s Gard region, CirkVOST 
is an association sponsored in its operations by the Conseil Départemental du 
Gard, the Région Occitanie and the town of La Grand Combe.

 The company’s creations also receive financial aid from numerous 
partners, national centres, national or conventioned theatres, festivals and 
theatres. Although our chief vocation is to tour in France and internationally, 
we are also very much involved local activities, including notably a substantial 
technical and artistic investment in the Charbon Ardent Festival at La Grande 
Combe as of 2015.

 Creator of aerial circus works, the artistic collective CirkVOST proposes 3 
« Large Scale » shows on tour : Epicycle, BoO, Cosa Vostra and Hurt me tender,
in tent or outdoor.

 All with impressive and original sets, the unmissable house signature. 

 We also propose off the cuff one-off shows, large or small, specially de-
signed for any site, occasion or request that presents itself.

 The repetoire has also enlarged itself with smaller projects : Emois, a 
feminine duo for theatre and tent ; Trois fois rien, 3 aerial pieces for 2 acrobats 
and a musician ; A-Tripik, a questioning of power for 3 artistes acrobat and sin-
gers and, coming soon ; La Table, duo for an acrobat and a stuffed fox, and 
The Silence in the Echo, a musician and an acrobat out in the open.


